2021 MLTA Boot Camp
The Basics of Title Search and Examination

Wednesdays: April 7, 14 and 21, 2021
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Presented by:
Allan Dick, MLTA Past President (cochair and speaker, weeks #1 & #3)
• Hollie Oxie, Business Manager,
Allegiance Title Agency, LLC
(speaker week #2)
• LaRee Marra, Risk Analyst Manager,
Legacy Title Agency (tech. assistant)
Co-chairs:
• Dustin Robbins, Assistant Vice
President, Corporate Field
Operations, Mt. Pleasant
Abstract & Title Family of Agencies
(also introductions, and Q&A
monitor)
• Debbie Wiley, NTP, CLTP, MLTA Past
President, Michigan Agency
Account Manager, First American
Title Insurance Company
•
•
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What we hope to cover in these 3 weekly presentations,
and what our goals are:
• The obvious – as the title suggests an introduction to the
Basics of Title Examination
• Recognize that Examination really means: Search and
Examination – so we’ll begin with the Search
But first, the backdrop:
• History and significance of Real Estate (Land) “Title”.
• Background, reason and need for Title Insurance.
• Framework for Title Searching and Examining – and what are
we searching for (to examine)?
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Then, the main course (weeks 2 and 3)
•
•
•
•

Different types of Legal Descriptions to be searched.
Various information sources to be searched/examined.
Basics for creating a Chain of Title from the search.
Fundamentals of examining the items disclosed by the
search (& what additional searching might be needed).

• Various types of documents to be examined.
• Search standards and underwriting guidelines.
• Creating a Title Commitment, as a result of examining
the search, in accordance with underwriting guidelines.
• The importance of the Commitment as a roadmap.
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First, the elementary, the big picture of Title and Title Insurance.
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We begin with the big picture of Title and Title Insurance.
•

A brief history and explanation of the special nature of
Land Ownership, “Title”

•

Real Property/Land Title vs. other types of property

•

What is so different about Land “Title”, and why it
needs insuring? ($$$, caveat emptor, “buyer beware”)

•

Purchasers (or Lenders) needs to know that they are
getting what they paid for (physically and title-wise).
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And just what DID they pay for? (And legally, title
speaking, what should they have gotten?)
• Aside from the physical condition (not our issue)
• Presumably, the peaceful possession and use of
the subject Land.
• The concept of “Fee Simple” Title (a bundle of
rights), a simple concept but affected by laws rules
and court decisions.
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So, how has Title to the Land evolved and how
is it established and tracked or catalogued?
•
•
•

Our laws and concepts are derived principally from
English Common Law.
In the U.S. – “Title” is established by U.S. Land Patent
and subsequent conveyances (Deeds)
It is catalogued in state government land registries –
the county Register of Deeds

And what all is contained in these Registries?
•
•

The sequence of recorded conveyances of the Land
Encumbrances recorded against that Land
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How are these conveyances (deeds) and other
recorded items (encumbrances) catalogued?
•
•

In Michigan, by a grantor-grantee index (statutorily), and
therein by document type with a brief land description
(“Legal Description”)
While other registry systems have evolved (government
tract indexes, private owned replicated title plants,
various electronic retrieval sources), the grantor-grantee
index remains the official (legal) index in Michigan.
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Photo of ROD book room
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So, what is the significance of these Land records?
•
•
•

They reflect the legally established title, rights and
encumbrances of the owner and anyone else claiming an
interest in the Land.
This is known as constructive notice, (as opposed to
“actual” or personal notice), this constructive notice being
part of the official public records.
And for us, the constructive notice imparted by those
Land records, along with the related State of Michigan
statutes, create the basis for our ability to issue Title
Insurance, making specific exceptions for info disclosed in
those records. (More on those over the next 2 weeks.)
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What is contained in those books?
• Originally handwritten, later typed, now (fortunately) electronically entered and
archived:
• Entered in several columns with the names of the Grantor(s); the names of the
Grantee(s); the type of document or instrument recorded; the $ consideration paid,
if any; when it was recorded; the recording info; and the LEGAL DESCRIPTION of the
Land involved (more on that shortly).
• Each document was entered into 3 separate books.
• (1) A daily running list of each entered recording in the order of receipt (recording),
regardless of type;
• (2) Then, that same info into a separate alphabetical book by the Grantor’s name;
and a again in a similar book based on the Grantee’s name (a Grantor book and a
Grantee book).
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So, now jumping back to the concept of “caveat emptor” –
and how you might protect yourself, or have the confidence
to spend your money on the purchase of Land?
Historically, once the colonies became U.S. states and their
territories (Michigan was part of the Northwest Territory) –
to later become states, one would have hired an attorney,
(hopefully) with expertise in real estate law and the records.
He would examine the public records
And render a title opinion that the
Seller held unencumbered title. The
Purchaser would rely on that opinion.
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As the population and commerce grew, attorneys trained
clerks (conveyancers) to do the searching or abstracting for
them, bringing the compiled search, or abstract, back to the
attorney for examination, and to write his title opinion (and
likely prepare the necessary deed and other documents …)
The searcher would compile an Abstract,
a kind of book which contained a list of
conveyances (Chain of Title), and a
separate list of encumbrances and liens,
going all the way back to the Patent, as
well as the current tax information (an
antiquated and expensive product,
compared to today’s title insurance).
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Enter: Title Insurance
• Eventually, due to legal claims resulting form errors in the
search and/or the legal opinions, this evolved into a form of
insurance combining and covering the work performed and
the legal opinion – known as Title Insurance.
• But, the work required essentially remained the same – the
search and examination of title – just now with additional
features and protection, with limitations on the liability.
• It’s worth noting that, not only does the title insurance policy
insure the insured party as the owner (or lender) of the Land,
it also insures the specific Legal Description of that Land. We
will address the various types of Legal Description in week #2.
But, lets have another look at that page from an ROD index.
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The original form of these county Register of Deeds’ (ROD)
records were compiled chronologically, alphabetically by
names (by grantor and grantee), which also evolved in many
county ROD offices into tract books, which were compiled
by legal descriptions, much more efficient to search!
In addition to the ROD public records, some title companies
maintained their own separate, private title plants, having
purchased the recorded copies from the ROD.
Over time, vendors emerged to acquire and combine these
title plants, electronically, to provide title search/access for
multiple counties – for a fee, like TitleScan, Data Trace and
ASK. And many ROD’s records are available online for a fee.
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While our basic searching is primarily that of the ROD, or
duplicates of the ROD records, which is our primary source
of information (similar to the old Abstract), we also search
the local and county tax records.
And we occasionally need to search court records, if we
learn that the owner of record has died (probate court),
or there is litigation, like a divorce, involving the property
(circuit court), or if the owner has filed for bankruptcy.
But, our initial focus shall be on the ROD’s land records,
and the creation of the Chain of Title – which will touch
upon briefly, but which will also be covered in greater
depth in next week’s session with Hollie Oxie.
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For now, a quick summary of a Chain of Title
• Ideally, it is a list of deeds starting with the Patent and
running from A to B, then B to C, and C to D, etc.
• Unfortunately, it is NOT ONLY about this chain of deeds,
and it is often NOT NEARLY so simple and logical, which is
the reason for, and essence of, this examination boot camp.
• The specific information contained in or missing from those
deeds may create issues. (So, more on that next week.)
But, fortunately, we typically do NOT need to search all the
way back to Patent for the Chain of Title (for deeds and liens):
• Based on state statutes, principally the (40 Year) Michigan
Marketable Record Title Act (MCL 565.101 et seq.).
• As well as various underwriting guidelines.
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And on the subject of underwriting …
• Let’s define what underwriting and underwriter means.
• First , to underwrite is to evaluate and assume risk, which is what title insurance
companies do by issuing title insurance policies (directly, or through its agents). The
policies provide coverage by insuring against a specific list of risks.
• So, the title insurance company may appoint a agent to issue its policies, in
accordance with the agent-underwriter contract and title insurance company’s
underwriting guidelines (in exchange for a portion of the filed title policy premium).
• Those underwriting guidelines may be restricting in its requirements, but also
enabling – by shortening the search expectations, often referred to as search
standards.
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So where is all this going?
• This searching, examining and underwriting are all
components directed at the issuance of a title insurance
policy, insuring a buyer or lender or both.
• That insurance policy is provided in 2 stages, first a title
commitment, reflecting the current status of the title,
and specifying requirements to be met in order to get
that title into a status acceptable to the insured.
• The title examiner, after reviewing the search, will create
that title commitment with requirements to be satisfied
at or before the closing of the sale/loan.
• Once they are satisfied a (final) title policy will be issued.
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Underwriting and the Title Policy
• The underwriting guidelines and risk evaluations are
significantly based on the insuring provisions found in the
title policy jacket. Some things are covered – others are
excluded. The 4 pillars of those provisions are keys to the
examining and underwriting decisions.
• (1) the first is that the insured in the owner of the Land
described in the policy (simple and obvious).
• (2) that there are no encumbrances on the title that the
insured has not found to be acceptable.
• (3) that the Land described has a legal right of access to a
public road, either directly or indirectly.
• (4) and that the title to the Land is Marketable.
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Our job is to see that the Title to the insured
Land meets that criteria to avoid Claims!
• Because while the new owner and/or the mortgage
lender are the parties to be insured – in both types
of policies, we are insuring the Title to the Land.
• Including the Land’s insurable appurtenances and
excepting or excluding the encumbrances.
• Therefore, some might say we Examine the title to
find flaws, issues and problems (which is true).
• But, in reality , by identifying those flaws, issues, and
problems, we provide guidance as to how they may
be resolved by our title commitment requirements,
which will be covered in week 3. Much to cover.
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Of course, it’s Complicated. That’s why we’re here.
• Weeks 2 and 3 will provide more actual, practical
demonstration of how the search and exam works, and
what goes into creating the title commitment.
• There are many other topics and issues that come into
play, besides simply deeds, mortgages and liens.
• Easements; recorded Building and Use Restrictions; Oil
and Gas Leases; Land Contracts; recorded agreements,
notices and affidavits; the impact when the Land to be
insured abuts a body of water (riparian rights); also the
question of authority for someone to act on behalf of
another individual (powers of attorney), or on behalf of a
trust or an organization (a corporation or LLC).
• Complicated, yes – but with some short cuts, as well,
which you will learn about in the next 2 sessions.
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Questions regarding the Background and Introduction to the
Basics of Title Search & Examination

Questions?
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